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I. THE PURPOSE OF LENS TESTING
In virtually every advance that science has made in the
last half century, we find the camera playing an important
role. The camera is used to record, in a pennanent form, the
results of scientific inquiry. Obviously it is highly
desirable that the resultant picture be a faithful reproduction
of the scene. The two chief sources of error are 1. the lens
and 2. the film. In this thesis, we shall be solely concerned
with the first.
It is impossible to design a lens that would be perfect—
that would introduce zero error. The ultimate purpose of lens
testing is to determine what defects are introduced by a
particular element. This information helps the lens designer
create better performing lenses in the future.
In addition it is necessary to consider that it is
impossible to manufacture a lens to precisely the specifica-
tions set up by the lens designer. Thus lens testing also
serves the purpose of determining how the actual performance
of the lens differs from its preconceived performance. This
enables the setting up of manufacturing tolerances and the
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2II. LENS ABEEEATIONS
The errors or defects mentioned earlier are analyzed
into seven aberrations. These are spherical aberration, coma,
astigmatism, curvature of image field, distortion, longitudinal
chromatic aberration, and lateral chromatic aberration.
If only spherical aberration is present, variation in
lens aperture results in a variation in image sharpness. This
is due to different zones focusing the light (from a distant
on-axis point source) into different positions. By varying
the aperture, then not only the light intensity but also the
image definition changes. Thus it follows, in general, that
the slower the lens the greater the depth of focus.
If only coma is present, a variation in lens aperture
results not only in a variation in image sharpness but also
of image form. Coma affects non-paraxial light in the same
manner that spherical aberration affects paraxial light. Thus
light (from a distant off-axis point source) striking the outer
zones does not intersect the image plane in the same position
as the principal ray. Because of the varying effective lens
image distances and the variation of magnification with lens
image distance, off axis points are imaged in a distorted
form.
If only astigmatism is present, a variation of object
form (e.g. from a circular to radial target) results in a
variation in best focal position. This is due to the cylindric
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action of the lens off axis points. Thus the image of a point
is not a point but two straight lines at right angles to one
another. By placing a nuniber of point images over the entire
field we can define two surfaces, the tangential and the
sagittal. All points lying on a circle whose center is the
optical axis are in focus in the first surface. All points
lying on lines which intersect the optical axis are in focus
in the second surface.
If curvature of field is present, the image of a
plane perpendicular to the optical axis will be found on a
curved surface. This surface lies betw^een the sagittal
and tangential surfaces. Since we usually use flat film, it
is necessary to make compromises in order to obtain satis-
factory definition over the entire field.
If only distortion is present, a variation in object
size would not result in an proportionate variation in the
image size. This is due to a dependence of magnification
upon image distance. Thus there would be a gradually
increasing disfigurement of a rectangular grid as the field
angle increased. The manner in which the magnification
depends upon the image distance is a function of the
particular lens. Thus one lens might image a grid in pincush-
ion form while another lens might image it as a barrel form.
The magnitude of each of these five aberrations does
not depend materially upon the portion of the spectrum used.
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is used, two other aberrations manifest themselves. These are
the longitudinal and lateral chromatic aberrations. If
different kinds of filters are used, then the position of the
best focus will vary. This is due to ihe dependence of the
index of refraction on the wave length of light.
if only lateral chromatic aberration is present and
the width of the spectral region used is varied, the size of
the image will also vaiy. This is caused by a variation of
effective focal length with v/ave length. This results in a
variation of magnification with wave length. Thus the image
of a point would in this case be surrounded by colored fringes.
if only longitudinal chromatic aberration is present,
the position of best focus will vary with the spectral region
used. This is due to the dependence of the index of refraction
on the wave length of light.
To correct these various aberrations (their first and
higher order components) the designer has the following
variables on hand:
1. the number of lens components
2. the indices of refraction (i.e. various glass types)
3. the various radii of curvature
4. the separation of the elements
Even with these it is impossible to eliminate all of the above
aberrations. The best that can be done is to reduce the sum
total of their effects such that the lens is suitable for a
specific purpose. These aberrations are illustrated on page 4a.
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Figure 1*—Lent Aberrations. The subject is to the left of the lens, image to the right.
All aberrations are shown greatly exaggerated.
6 KODAK LENSES

In this section, the emphasis has been upon; first,
the purpose of lens testing; second, the errors that a lens
might introduce into a system, in the next section we shall
examine generalized lens testing.
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GENEFiALIZED GEOMETFaCAL OPTICS TESTS
All lens testing can be classified under one of two
theories—1. Geometrical Optics. 2. Physical Optics. In
the first we experimentally trace the path of various rays
thru the system. In the secondan interference pattern is
studied. In this thesis, the second group of methods is
ignored. However, there are included many references to the
second group in the Bibliography. Not only shall we be
concerned solely with tests based on Geometrical Optics, but
also the heavy emphasis shall be on tests that encompass an
entire group of aberrations rather than one or two alone.
The particular group of lens tests that will be studied
include
—
1. a light source
2. a test instrument
3. a recording mechanism
The particular form which the apparatus assumes depends entirely
upon the purpose to which the test instrument is to be put.
The light source will be discussed first. In this
thesis, we shall be concerned to a considerable extent with
the application of these various tests to examining aerial
lenses. Since in Aerial Photography the object distance is
very large, some provision has to be made in a test of aerial
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lenses to provide a large target-lens distance. This can be
done in the following ways;
1. An illuminated target at a considerable distance
from the test lens.
2. A number of suitably placed mirrors.
3. A collimator.
Usually space requirements and convenience dictate the use of
a collimator. In any case, an effective object distance of
at least a hundred times the focal length of the test lens
is highly desirable.
The nature of the light source depends upon the nature
of the test. Some tests require ’’monochromatic light” while
other tests specify a continuous spectral region. Thus we
may find one of the following types employed:
1. a mercury lamp
2. a sodium lamp
3. a tungsten lamp
4. other lamps similar to the above
The first two furnish a line spectra while the third furnishes
a continuous spectra. By introducing appropriate filters, the
the kind of radiant energy used can be varied to conform to
the particular requirements.
If we should make use of a collimator, the target must
be set at its focus. To do this we may
1. Set the target physically at the focus.
2. Form a reduced image of the target at the focus
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8The simplest target is a pinhole (which will give us, for
practical purposes, a point object). However, many tests
require line and multiple-lined targets. The particular aspect
to remember in connection v/ith this is the purpose of the test.
Thus one purpose in using multiple-lined targets is to determine
the resolving power of the system. (Because of the size of
subject of Kesolution, this phase of lens testing will not
be touched.)
From part I, it is readily seen that we are interested
in the performance of the lens off as well as on axis. This
means that some method has to be devised to shift the effective
position of the object laterally. Among the ways in which
this can be done are
:
1. Displace the illuminated target laterally.
2. Rotate the test instrument.
3. Set up a number of identical targets over the field.
Under the first type of test, we consider all cases
wherein the collimator is effectively rotated about a vertical
axis. A set of adjustable mirrors might be used to fulfill
this requirement. In the third method, we might set up a
number of identical collimators such that their axes form the
radii of a circle.
There are also a number of ways in which our results
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Using visual means, e microscope is set up and focused upon the
aerial image. Using photographic means, the lens under test
is merely a part of a camera. In connection with this, some
method has to be devised to permit a variation in lens size.
To obtain special results, various modifications of
the camera are made. For example:
1. The Wolfe and Jones method^ has a carbon colloidal
wedge placed in front of the film plane.
2. The Wetthauer method has the incident light
striking the photographic plate at grazing angles.
3. The Bureg.u of Standards method, devised by Gardner
and Case*^, has a vertical adjustment of the film
plane
.
The purposes of these special attachments will be discussed
later.
This completes our general discussion of the various
components of lens testing by the ray methods. In the follow-
ing section, various specific systems will be described.
Jones, L. A. and Wolfe, K. W., Journal of Optical
Society of America
. Vol. 35, p. 659, Method for the
Measurement of the Energy Distribution in Optical Image
%etthauer. A.. Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde .
Vol. 41, 1921, P. 148
^Gardner I and Case, F. A., Research Paper PP 984,
Journal of P^esearch of the National Bureau of





In the following section, these methods v»rill be
discussed,
1. The Star test
2, The Hartmann test
3. Photoelectric test
4, The Wolfe and Jones Energy Distribution test
5, Gardner and Case test
6. The Wetthauer test
It should be emphasized at this point that our
primary interest lies in the Wetthauer test. By studying
other approaches to the same problem, it is hoped that the
nature of the Wetthauer test will be more clearly understood
Perhaps the test most frequently employed in the
optical laboratory is the Star test. Let us consider the
variation of the method developed at the University of
Hochester,^ The three elements of which the apparatus
consists are:
1, a nodal slide
2, a microscope
3, a flat field T square
To deteimine the nodal point, it is necessary to be
able to rotate the lens about any axis perpendicular to its
^ingslake, E, Journal of the Optical Society of
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optice.1 axis. When the image is not displacec laterally
(when the lens is rotated), the '’center of rotation-best
image” distance is the equivalent focus.
The T square is used in such a manner that when the
lens is rotated the microscope remains focussed upon the
chosen plane (thus it simulates conditions that are met when
a flat photographic plate is put into place).
The mechanical details of the instrument are found
in the article mentioned above. The following is an exceipt
from it. On page 11a, there is a schematic diagram of the
apparatus
ME:CHAinCAL COI^STrUCTION OF THK BENCE
"The principles outlined above are incorporated in the
bench which has been constructed in the Instrument Shop of
the Institute of Applied Optics. A heavy cast-iron base (1),
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, carries at one end a massive bronze
bearing (17) for the nodal slide, and along its whole length
tw'o sunk steel rods (19 on which the microscope carriage (6)
travels. The steel spindle (IS) of the main bearing of the
nodal slide carries a divided circle (22) reading to single
degrees with adjustable indexes on the base casting; it also
carries an overhung iron casting (2) on which slides a
second casting (3) to which is bolted the lens bracket (4).
Into the upper casting (3) slides the central arm of the
T-shaped cross bar (£), which can be moved along relative to
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The upper cesting (3) can be movec over the lower casting (2)
by the pinion (13) in order to set the lens so that its nodal
point comes over the axis of the main bearing. Each of these
movements is provided with a clamp. The lens bracket (4)
is bored out to carry a rotatable lens-mount (20), the
greatest care having been taken in the construction to
ensure that the horizontal axis of the lens-mount rotation
accurately intersects the vertical axis of the main bearing.
The lens is screwed by means of suitable flanges to a pair
of eccentric rings (14) turning in the lens-mount (20), by
means of which the optical axis of the lens can be set to
coincide with the horizontal axis of rotation of the lens
mount. This method of mounting makes it possible to set the
optical axis of the lens into coincidence with the centre-line
of the bench,
’*In testing telephoto lenses, it may be necessary to
reverse the lower casting (2) in order to set the lens
sufficiently far back from the vertical axis of rotation,
the maximum distance from the lens flange to the nodal point
which may be accommodated on the bench being 25 cm. This
possibility requires that the dovetail slide between parts
(2) and (3) must be very accurately constructed so that it
shall be reversible without thereby introducing any lateral
displacement of the upper part relative to the axis of the
bearing. It is convenient, too, that the T cross-bar should
1s'* U
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be reversible without decentration because it is sometimes
desirable to turn the lens holder right round and insert
the cross-bar from the other end.
•'Turning now to the microscope cariiage, it will be
seen to consist of a cast-iron carriage (6) running on three
V-groove rollers along the sunk steel rods (19). The two
rollers on the left are pivoted on point bearings, adjustable
along their length by a small amount to enable the axis of
the microscope to be set accurately along the centre-line of
the bench; the roller on the right is allowed to i-un freely
on a steel spindle, with enough end play to take up its own
position. The diameters of the rollers were carefully
adjusted so that the upper face of the casting (6) is exactly
parallel to the plane containing the axes of the two rods (19)
along which the microscope carriage travels.
•'The top surface of this carriage (6) is machined
flat, the metal being made to project in front to enable the
roller (15) to run against the front edge of the cross-bar (5)
This roller is a single-row ball-race, 3/4 inch diameter by
1/4 inch thick, mounted on a vertical steel spindle running
up thiough the main carriage casting. The top of the spindle
is tapered to fit into an iron plate (7) which bears smoothly
on the upper surface of the carriage (6). This plate has a
dropped part at the back which carries a clamp (8), and also
an index window by which its angular displacement about the
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steel spincle may be read off a divided arc on the top of the
carriage (6). On top of this plate (7) is a transverse dove-
tail carrying the cast-iron cross-slide (9), which itself is
dovetailed longitudinally to carry the brass microscope
holder (10). The cross-slide has a total movement of 26 mm.
and is operated by a micrometer screw of one mm pitch,
provided with means for removing all backlash, the head of
the screw being divided into 100 parts with a friction
device for setting the zero correctly. ViHiole turns of the
screw are marked by a plain millimetre scale at the end of
the piece (9). The longitudinal slide is operated by rack
and pinion (11), and has a total movement of 12 cms. It is
fitted with a millimetre scale and a vernier reading to
tenths. The zero of the scale is in the middle and the
position of the vernier may be adjusted longitudinally
through several millimetres in order that the zero reading
may be set for use with any particular microscope objective
and eyepiece.
”In constructing the instrument, great care was taken
to ensure that the heights of the axes of the lens rotator
(20) and microscope above the plane containing the two rods
(19) were precisely the same. The roller (15) of the
microscope carriage is held in contact with the cross-bar (6)
by a weight (16) attached by a flexible wire cord passing
over a pulley at the end of the bench.”
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The purpose of the inclusion of this section is to
bring out more clearly mechanical complexities of the method.
The various aberrations are determined in the following
manner by this test:
1. Spherical aberration: Diaphrams of various sizes
are prepared in order that the zonal foci can be determined.
The plot of the zonal foci against the zone height gives us
a measure of spherical aberration of the lens.
2. Chromatic aberration: The variation of best focus
with spectral region used gives us a measure of chromatic
aberration.
in the method described by Kingslake only visual means
were employed, how^ever, a camera might be set up to record
the results. A good deal of experience is necessary to be
able to examine the aerial image and judge the amount and
type of the various aberiations present.
The Hartmann test^ bears certain resemblances to the
Wetthauer method. In both cases, the photographic plate does
not assume its normal position. In the Hartraann test, the
film plane is set, first, in front of the position of best
focus and exposed; then, the above procedure is repeated in
back of the best focus. In addition, there is set up




Vol 24, 1904, pp. 1, 33, 79; Zeitschrift fuer
Photo^'ranhie . Vol 1, 1903, p. 259.
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Abb. 374. Anordnung nach Haktmann zur Priifung der
Abbildung eines Achsenpunktes.

It- can be reacily seen tbat by measuring the distances
SI, S2, etc., as shovn on the lower diagram on page 16a,
the zonal foci can be determined. Similarly, by i-otating
the lens about a vertical axis, its astigmatism may be
determined.
Indirectly or directly all lens testing devices aim at
determining the distribution of light energy in the image
plane. By examining the image of a point ob^^ect (with the
above concept in mind), the quality of any particular lens
can be determined. However, there are certain disadvantages
in the use of a point source in testing photographic
ob»;ectives. In this type of lens one is usually concerned
with resolving pov;er and thus a line object would be more in
keeping v^rith this consideration since present conventions
of measuring resolution make use of lines. By piecing a
colloidal carbon wedge against the photographic plate,
the energy distribution in the image is directly determined.
The wedge increases linearly in density vertically. This
produces a logarithmic variation in the light energy. The
energy is, however, equal to the illumination times the
length of exposure. Thus there is produced an effective
logarithmic variation of illumination vertically along the
slit image. (The exposure time is constant here.) Since the
illumination along the width of the image slit varies in
some characteristic manner, then the negative shows a direct
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plot of the logarithm of the energy against image vvidth.
Illustrations of typical results obtained by this method
are found on page 17a. These were taken from a Penn State
OSPD report.^
This method was developed by Wolfe and Jones at
Eastman Kodak, Essentially, with the exception of the
wedge-film combination, their apparatus is the same as
Kingslake’s. The effects of spherical and chromatic
aberrations and astigmatism are determined Just as one would
expect.
The following is an adaption of the Wolfe and Jones
method developed at Penn State. ^ In this edge method, a
line source is used. A microscope forms a reduced image
of the slit in the focal position of the collimator. After
passing through the collimator, the light is reflected from
the plane mirror M-1 and M-2 (see photograph of schematic
diagram on page 17b). From the test lens, the light is
reflected from the plane mirror M-S and M-4 into the
recording mechanism. The recording instrument can be
either a photoelectric scanning mechanism or the cerbon-wedge-
film combination described above. The light passing through
a fine slit activates a phototube. From the reading of a
recording microammeter, we determine the light distribution
^Coleman, E. S. and Clark, E. G., OSED Eenort No . 6107 .
Penn State, Photoelectric and Photographic Procedures
for the Evaluation of Optical Instrument Design.
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in that particular plane. The rotation of the plane minors
M-2 and M-3 enables one to test the lens off axis.
Another method, similar to the above, was developed at
c
the Bell Telephone Leboiatories* The only difference from
the Penn State apparatus is in the recording method. Instead
of making use of a recording microammeter to determine the
light energy distribution, we have a cathode-ray oscilloscope.
’’The output of the photo-multiplier tube is applied
to the vertical deflection circuit of a cathode-ray
oscilloscope. The vibrating slit is actuated at power line
frequency (60 cycles) by the moving coil of a small loud-
speaker unit. The speaker unit also drives the moving coil
of second speaker unit which serves as a generator and
develops a voltage proportional to the slit velocity.
’•By integrating this voltage with a resistance
capacity network, a voltage is obtained which is proportional
to the slit displacement. The voltage is applied to the
horizontal deflection plates of the oscilloscope. Since
the instaneous voltage and slit displacement are proportional,
values of X of the oscilloscope will all times represent the
position of the vibrating slit.
”A high-speed relay is connected across the output
of the photomultiplier. It is actuated by the power line
5Eerriott, Vv. A., Photoelectric Lens Bench, Journal
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so £S to short the oscilloscope curing the motion of the slit
in one direction, thus furnishing a zeio line for amplitude
measurements.”
This method rectifies two weaknesses of the Penn State
setup.
1. The line image can be scanned for both radial end
tangential orientations of the source.
2. The response of the recording mechanism is increasec
meny times.
The Star, Hartmann, Gardner end Case, and V/etthauer
methods are rather closely allied especially from the point
of view of results obtainable. In these the emphasis is on
the determination of the performance of a lens in terms of
its aberrations. As stated by Herriottf the emphasis is on
data more useful to the lens designer than the lens user.
However, in determining the light energy distribution, the
V/olfe and Jones and Penn State methods furnish information
1
of equal value to both the designer and the user.
The last two illustrations of the ray-method of lens
testing are the ones developed at the Bureau of Standards
by Gardner and Case'^and at the Physikalisch-Technischen
Reichsanstalt in Charlottenburg, Germany by Dr. A. Wetthauer^
These two tests are very closely allied in theory although
considerably different physically.
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Let us examine the first. There are seven identical
collimators set up such that the axis of each forms a 6^ angle
to the one adjacent (note schematic diagram on page 20a).
The center of the radial axes of these collimators is at
B—the tested lens. It is possible to rotate the camera as
a whole so that the total field angle covered is 70°, The
photographic plate is located at C. It has freedom of
movement along and perpendicular to the optical bench. Thus
a set of exposures over the entire field might be taken at a
number of different film positions on the same photographic
plate.
The following information is obtainable by the above
method;
1, The back focus. From the appearance of the various
sets of exposures, the best image surface can be
determined. Thus the back focus is obtained.
2, The resolving power. The targets used are
multiple lined and thus the resolving power
is determined,
3, Chromatic aberration. A target containing three
identical separate components are used. Each of
the components of the target is covered by a
different filter, Eovvever to compensate for
the variable spectral sensitivity of the film,
it is necessary to fit these filters into
adjustable openings. From what has been said on
previous pages, it is obvious how this procedure
gives us a measure of chromatic aberration.
4, Equivalent focal length. With zero distortion
m/tan^ equals the equivalent focal length.
(m is in this case the distance between the
images formed by the two collimators and ^ is
the angle formed by the two targets at B)
The above relation is an excellent approximation
for paraxial rays and thus the equivalent focus
is determined.
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5. Distortion. The actual difference between the
position of the tv/o images minus the theoretical
distortionless difference results in the relative
distortion.
The article itself goes into much greater detail in
these various matters. There is a good deal more to be said
in regard to the problem of the target and the method of
adjusting the equipment. As can well be imagined this piece
of apparatus is rather expensive to build.
The Wetthauer method was developed in Germany about
1912-1914. In principle it is very similar to the method
at the Bureau of Standards. Here, however, some of the
functions of the collimator and the photographic plate are
interchanged. Instead of a multiple set of collimators,
we set up a single collimator and rotate the camera by the
necessary amount, if the photographic plate remains in its
usual position, the number of exposures necessary to test a
lens would be excessive. Eov/ever, if the film plane is
sharply inclined to the optical axis, one gains many of
the advantages of the Bureau of Standards' method, in
addition, many of the disadvantages of the multiple
collimator system are absent in the Wetthauer method. The
expense of making a number of collimators, the trouble of
preparing a set of targets for lenses of different focal
length, etc. are not found here. However, the precise
determination of resolving power afforded by the method of
the Bureau of Standard is unobtainable by the Wetthauer
method.
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A target similar to that on page 22a is set up in the
j
focus of the collimator. The image of the target is formed
in its normal position. Eov/ever, by inclining the film
plane very steeply to the optical axis, it is possible to
obtain the cross-sectional appearance of the image (strictly
speaking) in an infinite number of vertical planes. (See
schematic diagrams on page 22b and 22c)
Information concerning astigmatism is obtainable by
this method. The two vertical slits are used to determine
the meridional or tangential surface. The first step is
to take a set of exposures over the entire field of view.
The line joining the positions of best resolution of the
two vertical slits is the intersection of the meridional
surface with the plane of the photographic film. Similarly,
the line joining the sharpest images of the horizontal lines
is the intersection of the sagittal surface with the plane
of the photographic plate. Since, as stated above, the
photographic plate is slanted to the optical axis at a 10®
angle, it is necessary’’ to multiply the distance between the
tw'o surfaces by the cosine of 10® to obtain the astigmatism
of the system.
We obtain information concerning the distortion,
equivalent and back focal lengths, and spherical and
\"y 7
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chromatic aberrations in a manner analogous to the Gardner
Q
and Case Method.
One v;ay to interpret the photogi*aph is by means of
a series of parallel lines (closely separated). One of the
lines is set on a pair of center-symmetric targets and the
date obtained directly. We may also use standard comparators
to accomplish this end.
The six separate methods can be classified into three
groups of two;
1. The Star and Hartmann methods
2. The Wolfe and Jones and Penn State methods
3. The Bureau of Standards and Wetthauer methods
Although each of these are sufficiently different
physically to make an organic discussion of them difficult,
they are similar in theory. It is recommended, therefore,
that the reader review Chapter II. This procedure should
bring out more clearly the fundamental unity of the six tests
Our basic concern (as stated previously) is with the
Wetthauer test. By discussing the other methods, a greater
understanding of the Wetthauer test is gained. In the next
section, it will be shown how the V/etthauer method can be
adapted for use in aerial cameras.
gGardner and Case, loc. cit.
!,
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CKAPTEr IV
THE 'VITETTHAUEH TI^ST FOE AEEIAL CAIvEPJiS
The principles of the Wetthauer Test as given in the
previous section can be readily made use of in the testing
of aerial cameras. In the follov/ing, there will be described
one way that this can be done. On pages 28a to 28c and on
prges 38a to 38g, there are pictures of the equipment and the
results obtained by this method. These should clarify the
text.
I. THE EQUIPPEKT
A. The Optical Bench - Experimental data was gathered
on a 12’ optical bench obtained from Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (Serial No. 018-57).
B. The Light Source System
1. The Target - The target used v/as of the same
type as on page 22a. The distance between the
center of the two vertical lines in the test
of the 6” metrogon was approximately .7 mm.
2. The Target Holder - The target holder was
shaped as a rectangular doughnut. The outside
and inside dimensions were respectively
1.87" X 1.87" X .426" and 1.31" x 1.31" x .426".
The target was held in position by a 1/16" lip
extending from the inside edge of the target
holder and four lugs which penetrated the sides
3iL^*1IMA0 .va-m, ^0^ T3
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of the ho leer (the lugs also sei-ved to permit
the centering of the target. Thus, the opening
into the collimator was 1 S/16" square.
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5. The Light Source - The target was illuminatea
by a Tungsten filament automobile headlight.
The source was operated by 116 volt AC wall
outlet reduced to the proper value (6-S volts)
by a transformer. A Wratten No. 12 (minus
blue) filter was used to simulate conditions
met in aerial photography. Between the
light source and the target, there are a
condenser and a dii fuser which are part of
the collimator.
4. The Collimator - The collimator was one of
30" focal leng-th sent to the laboratory from
the Mount Wilson Observatory. It was mounted
on v/ooden blocks of sufficient size to bring
the collimator and camera axes to approxi-
mately the same level. The target was placed
precisely at the collimator focus.
6. The Camera - The camera used in the test had
a 6" metrogon lens made by the Bausch and
Lomb Company of focal length 152.8 nm. -K-17
(Serial No. UF 974). The cone was made by
the Fairchild Aviation Corporation
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6, The Camera Mount - Reference is mace to the
photograph on page 28c, It should he noted
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that the mount was made in two sections. The
first was fastened firmly to the bench and
served as a base support. The second carried
the camera directly and could be rotated v/ith
respect to the first base. In this manner,
off-axis point could be tested. The axis of
rotation of the camera was adjusted to pass
through the front vertex of the first lens
element. It should be noted that the back
part of the rotatable base is circularly
shaped and notched to indicate the angle
at which the lens axis is set with respect
to the direction of the incident light. On
the board resting directly on the bench, we
have a locking pin which fits into the notches
mentioned above. This permits the rotation
of the camera by a known amount in total
darkness.
7. The Wetthauer Test Plate - The natuie of this
piece of equipment is illustrated in photo-
graphs a, b, and c. Instead of setting the
film bed in its normal position, it was
inclined at a 10® angle to the optical axis.
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the amount of aberration present in the system
and usually a 36 mm. is more than ample.
(The film used v/as 36 mm. microfile. Its very
high contrast increased the accuracy of the
measurements.) The loading and take-up spools
were placed in back and at the extreme ends
of the plate. The film coming out from the
spools passed over a roller onto the bed of
the plate. It was held in position by the
action of a set of vacuum lines and by a pair
of film guides. A pipe from a vacuum pump
led to the center of the upper edge of the
plate. (The dial and rubber tubing shown in
the photogiaph on page 28c were a part of the
vacuum pump.) Three intakes to the vacuum
lines were provided (one at the center and
one on each side of the plate).
To provide a reference line from which
our measurements could be taken, two pinholes
were drilled into the plates (one at each side
of the center point). Each of these pinholes
were illuminated from the back of the plate
by a flashlight bulb. These two bulbs were
held in place by a spring and by a metal cap
(shown in the photographs immediately adjacent
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bulbs were poweiec by a small battery anci were
control] ed by a switch located, within the
magazine. The positions of the two pinholes
were adjusted so that the line joining them
was precisely in the focal plane of the
camera. (This is the ordinary position of
the pressure plate of the magazine.) The two
pinholes were set as far from the center of
the plate as possible to minimize the effect
of any error in setting them in the focal
plane
.
The entire diagonal plate w^as pinned
into the corners of the magazine (as inaicated
in the photographs). This permits a variation
of the 10° angle. The line joining the center
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On page 38- the overall V/etthauer photograph of the
6” metrogon is shovm with certain portions greatly enlarged.
They are arrangec in the following order:
1. with the cajnera on axis (p. 38h)
2. with the camera 15® off axis (p. S8c)
S. with the camera 36^ off axis (p. S8c)
(Note the charge of form and the difference between the
sagittal and tangential surfaces as the camera is moved
off axis.)
The measurements were taken on a standard comparator
at the Boston University Physics Department. The stationary
horizontal crosshair v/as set on the center of each of the
reference marks and the movable crosshair was set on the
position of best resolution of the horizontal and vertical
lines. (Note that the minus signs indicate distances away
from the lens.)
The conversion factor from scale units to millimeters
is indicated. A discussion of the statistical terms used
is found in the Handbook of Engineering Fundamentals by
Ovid Eshbach, page 2-123 to 2-128. (Any other book on
statistics may be used.
)
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The sagittal enc tangeiitial surfaces are plotted
on pegeSS^. The principle point to be noted is that while
the sagittal surface is fairly symmetrical with respect to
the reference line, the tangential surface is not. Usually
it is found that both are sj/mmetrical or both are
asymmetrical. This change from normality could be caused
by either experimental errors or manufacturing errors. The
cause must be of such nature as to aifect the tangential
surface but not the sagittal suiface. The possible
experimental errors include;
1. An element of the collimator lens placed in
a skew fashion.
2. The diagonal plate placed incorrectly (the line
joining the two reference points would not be
parallel to the optical bench). The tilting of
the diagonal plate would affect both surfaces
equally. However, it is possible that the
tilting of the diagonal plate was just
sufficient to offset the asymmetric nature
of the sagittal field.
There are the possibilities that the abnormality is
due either to the collimator or camera lens. This point
wan ants further study. Other cameras and other collimators
should be used.
On page 38f there is a graph of the astigmatism of the
lens. The astigmatism is veiy small near the center of the
field, but it increases as the field angle increases.
In g'eneial, the lens is of good quality, although by
slightly different spacing between the elements, it could be
improved. The K-17 6" metrogon camera covers a full 90°
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angle. Since it v.'as poseitle to test it for only 70*^, it
is difficult to state whether the film plane was misplaced.
However, it can be seen that in its present state the film
plane is considerably above the best image on axis.
It is further noted that the probable error of
reading is very small—ranging from a few hundredths of
a millimeter to a few tenths of a millimeter. A graph of
the probable error for the tangential and sagittal surfaces
is given on page38g. It is noted that the probable error
for the determination of the sagittal surface is ever^nvhere
considerably less than for the tangential surface. (This is
readily understood from an examination of the photographs on
pages 38a-d.)
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1 -35° -2.965 -3.190
2 -30° -3.580 -3.270
3 -25° -3.365 -2.445
4 -20° -2.632 -2.630





7 - 5° -1.738 -1.405










12 20° -6.360 -7.015
13 25° -7.320 -6.755
14 30° -6.985 -8.144
16 35° -5.286 -4.040
I Scale Unit = .?083 mm
TABLE 1
Observation Observation Observation Arithmetical
No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 Mean
-2.860 -2.935 -3.220 -3.034
-2.175 -3.368 -3.022 -3.287
-3.190 -3.620 -3.215 -3.165
-2.260 -2.298 -3.000 -2.664
-2.170 -2.435 -2.040 -2.143
-1.792 -1.615 -2.115 -1.746
-1.688 -1.792 -1.468 -1.618
-1.760 -1.976 -1.876 -1.907
-2.668 -2.705 -2.718 -2.763
-3.892 -3.935 -4.098 -4.027
-5.360 -6.386 -5.442 -5.326
-6.905
-7.182 -6.580 -6.808
-7.388 -7.105 -7.345 -7.183
-6.782
-6.705 -6.932 -7.110
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^ 2 ^ 2
°i ®i ®2 ®2
1 .069 .0048 .156 .0243
2 o01 .293 .0858 .017 .00029
3 -25° .190 .0361 .720 .518
4 o0CO1 .068 .0046 .066 .00043
5 -15° .008 .00006 .208 .0432
6 -10° .261 .0681 .261 .0681
7 - ^ .120 .0144 .213 .0454
8 0° .053 .0028 .068 .0046
9 5° .058 .0034 .227 .0515
10 10° .090 .0081 .248 .0615
11 15° .291 .0847 .084 .0070
12 COoo .448 .201 .207 .0428
13 25° .137 .0168 .428 .183
14 S0° .125 .0156 1.034 1.069
15 35° .593 .352 1.838 3.378
1 Scale Unit 3 .3083 mm.












.174 ' .0303 .099 .0098 .186 .0346 .1038
.112 .0125 .101 .0102 .265 .0702 .1790
.025 .0062 .455 .207 .050 .0025 .7698
.304 .0924 .266 .0707 .436 .0190 .1871
.027 .00072 .292 .0852 .103 .0106 .1397
.024 .00058 .131 .0172 .369 .1262 .2902
.070 .0049 .174 .0303 .150 .0225 .1175
.157 .0246 .068 .0046 .032 .0010 .0376
.085 .00722 .013 .00017 .035 .00011 .0624
.135 .0182 .092 .0085 .071 .0050 .1013
.034 .0011 .059 .0035 .116 .0114 .1078
.097 .0094 .374 .140 .228 .0520 .2107
.205 .0420 .078 .0061 .162 .0262 .2761
.328 .107 .405 .1640 .178 .oca7 1.813
.997 .994 .647 .418 .787 .6193 5.762
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-35 0 .1611 .0720 .048 .015
-30*^
.2115 .0946 .063 .019
-25°
.4387 .1962 .132 .040
-20°
.2162 .0968 .065 .020
-15°
.1882 .0841 .056 .017
-10°
.2694 .1204 .081 .025
-
5°
.1714 .0765 .051 .015
oo .0968 .0432 .029 .009
5°
.1249 .05585 .037 .011
oo1—
1
.1591 .07115 .048 .014
15°
.1641 .07338 .049 .015
20°
.2787 .1246 .084 .025
25°
.2627 .1175 .079 .024
30° .673 .3010 .203 .062
35° 1.200 .5366 .361 .111
R - Root Mean Square of the Deviation in Scale Units
S = Stsncarc Deviation of the Arithmetic Mean in Scale Units
p - Probable Error of the Arithmetic Mean in Scale UnitsS"
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1 Scale Unit = .3083 mm
TABLE II
Observation Observation Observation Arithmet,
No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 Mean
1.325 1.880 1.405 1.435
.510 .260 .225 .414
.675 .165 -.025 .104
- .709 - .715 - .765 - .791
-1.082 -1.350 - .935 -1.291
-1.392 -1.413 -1.495 -1.485
-1.478 -2.109 -2.062 -1.810
-2.150 -1.805 -2.089 -1.964
-2.215 -2.340 -1.698 -2.109
-2.115 -2.215 -1.788 -1.996
-1.465 -1.522 -1.670 -1.572
-1.205 -1.313 -1.105 -1.222
- .360 - .398 -1.065 - .673
.285 .197 .095 .216
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TABLE 11 (Continued)
S/GITTAL SUEFACE
Point Angle Observation Observation
No. 1 No. 2
°1 e 2°1 ^2 e 2^2
1 -3^ .277 .0767 .683 .3370
2 -30° .208 .0433 .041 .0017
3 -26° .041 .0017 .642 .294
4 -20° .116 .0136 .299 .0894
5 -15° .336 .113 .844 .712
6 -10° .136 .0182 .020 .0004
7 - cp .300 .0900 .082 .0067
8 0° .099 .0096 .062 .0027
9 cP .014 .0019 .089 .0079
10 10° .191 .0364 .069 .0034
11 1^ .487 .237 .546 .297
12 2CP .267 .066 .298 .0888
13 2^ .137 .0188 .062 .0038
14 30° .476 .227 .216 .466
16 3^ .168 .026 1.062 1.128
1 Scale Unit = .3083 mm.
^i - Deviation of obs ervetion from mean
TABLE II (Continuea)
Observation Observation Observation
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.
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V^.XI OXTi.^ do-.i : ? r - •* • see. lO"^ .T
TAEI^ II (Continued)
SAGITTAL S'JKFACE
Angle R S Ps Prr.m
-35^
.3952 .1767 .1192 .0367
-30°
.1755 .0784 .052 .0163
-25°
.4006 .1791 .1208 .0372
-20°
.0055 .0024 .001 .0005
-15°
.5074 .2269 .153 .0472
-10°
.0302 .0403 .027 .0084
-
c;0
.1660 .0742 .0500 .0154
0°
. 1481 .0662 .044 .0138
5°




—1 .1905 .0851 .057 .0177
15°
.3733 .1669 .112 .0347
20°
.2119 .0947 .063 .0197
25°
.2958 .1322 .089 .0275
30°
.4221 .lo87 .127 .0394
35° 1.708 .763 .515 .1588
H - Loot Mean Square of the Deviation in Scale Units
S =. Standard Deviation of the AritLimetic Mean in Scale Units
Pc- Probable Error of the Arithmetic Mean in Scale Units
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ASTIGFATISM OF 6'* IvffiTROGOK
Angle T^w T S A
_c c;0
-
.935 .442 - .921 .425 1.356
1 OO -1.33 .127 1.31 .125 1.437
-25°
- .975 .032 .960 .031 .929
-20°
- .790 - .243 - .776 - .240 .528
-15°
- .661 - .398 - .651 - .391 .258
rl0° - .538 - .459 - .530 - .451 .079
_
cO
- .499 - .558 - .491 - .550 .058
oO - .587 - .605 - .579 - .596 .017
5°
- .848 - .650 - .835 - .640 .195
oo1—
1
-1.24 - .615 -1.22 - .606 .616
15°
-1.64 - .485 -1.62 - .477 1.139
20°
-2 .09 - .377 -2.07 - .371 1.69
25°
-2.21 - .208 -2.18 - .205 1.97
20°
-2.19 .066 -2 . 159 .065 2.224
35°
-1.81 .216 -1.78 .207 1.57
SHII angential Surf;Eice Intersection on Wetthauer Film
z Sagittal Surface Intersection on Wetthauer Film
T = Tangential Surface
S = Sagittal Surface
A = Astigmatism
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CONCLUSIONS AND I^COIVUvIENDAT IONS
As a result of the experimental work done, the
following conclusions and recommendations were formed.
A. Certain changes should be made in the design
of the Y/etthauer magazine. Because oi the following, it
would be advisable to design a new magazine solely for
testing aerial cameras rather than to remodel the standard
magazine
.
1. The lack of space in the corners of the
magazine proved to be a hincrance in
loading the film.
2. Some arrangement should be made to permit
the winding of the film without fighting the
natural curl of the film. This could be
remedied by placing the film rolls in front of
instead of in back of the plate.
B. The 6” raetrogon K-17 camera should be tested with
the Vi/etthauer magazine in the air.
1. In its present form, it is theoretically
possible to test aerial cameras in the air,
but because of the difficulty of loading and
winding the film, it may be difficult to do so
in actual practice. It is recommended,
however, that the 6” metrogon be tested in the
air in its present form. In this manner.
|r<‘' . .1
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the change of focal surface 'with altitude
might be cetei mined. The back of the
magazine should be covered with an army
changing bag and the film wound by hand.
Ultimately, the film winder should be
connected to the camera drive. Of course,
a much faster film than microfile would have
to be used while taking tests in the air.
It would be necessary to paint a giant
Wetthauer target on the ground in order that
an aerial test be made.
C. The asymmetric form of the tangential surface of
the 6” metrogon should be studied. The apparatus form should
be varied slightly to deteimine its cause.
D. The 6*’ metrogon should be tested by various
methods and the results obtained compared with those of the
Wetthauer test.
E. To increase the accuracy of determining the
positions of best resolution, it would be advisable to use
the microdensitometer.
F. Additional tests should be made to determine the
magnitude of experimental errors (the collimator, the camera
mount, etc.).
G. The Wetthauer test has been used in Germany for
many years. However, as far as could be determined, it has
not been used in this country. It has many advantages in
.3
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thst it presents a quick, simple, and fairly accurate method
of judging- a lens. It is, therefore, recommended that it be
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SUMi'viAF.Y
The purpose of the woik at the laboratory was to
set up a V/etthauer system for testing aerial csjneras. The
results obtainable by this method give an excellent idea
of the quality of any particular lens and hovv its performance
compares v/ith that of any other lens. The aberrations
determinec by this method include astigmatism, distortion,
and curvature of the field.
In the Wetthauer test, a single stationary collimator
is set up. A target containing two vertical slits and two
sets of horizontal lines are placed in its focus. The light
strikes the camera lens end the image is formed in its
normal position. However, the film bed is placed at a sharp
angle to the optical axis; therefore, in and near the
positions of best focus, the lines are excellently resolved.
Outside of the position of best focus, the lines are very
badly blurred.
The Wetthauer test can be leadily adapted to the study
of aerial cameras. This was done here at the laboratory.
A SO” Mount Wilson collimator was set up on an optical
bench. The light fiom the target passed through the tested
lens and fell upon the diagonal plate. A pair of reference
lights indicated the positions of tht mechanical focal plane
and measurements were taken with respect to this line.
'.(0
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A test was taken with a 6" K-17 caineia. The
results revealed that this particular camera is of good
quality. Although the sagittal surface is symmetric with
the reference line, the tangential surface is asymiiietric.
This point should be investigated further.
The V/etthauer test magazine should be redesigned
to permit a greater ease in loading and winding' the film.
The 6" camera, which was used in this test, should
also be tested in the air by the Wetthauer method. In
this manner, the change of focal surface with altitude
could be determined.
The Wetthauer test has been used in Germany for
many years. However, as far as could be deteimined, it
has not been used in this country. It has many
advantages in that it presents a quick, simple, and
fairly accurate method of judging a lens. It is, therefore
recommended that it be put to daily use.
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1. The light emitted from a pinpoint set at an
infinite distance from a point source is a ray.
2. A camera lens forms a real image of the scene
on the photographic film.
3. The image of an infinite point object (formed by
paraxial rays) is found at the principal or rear focus.
4. The image of an infinite point object, formed by
paraxial rays, (with the lens set up such that the light
enters from the opposite direction from No. S) is formed
at the conjugate focus.
6.
Points related in such a way than an object set
in one position is imaged at the other are knovin as conjugate.
6. The cardinal points of a lens include the
conjugate foci and the principal points.
7. The intersection of the entering set of rays with
the leaving set form the equivalent refracting surface
(the second principal surface) of the lens.
8. In a similar manner (by reversing the direction
of the light), the first principal surface may be determined.
9. The principal points are at the intersection of
the principal surfaces with the optical axis.
10.
The equivalent focal distance is the distance
from the second principal point to the rear focus. It is
proportional to the physical characteristics of the lens
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(e.g. the various radii of curvature indices of refraction,
and the separation of the various elements, etc.)
11. The principal points are defined as those points at
which unit positive linear magnification exists.
12. The nodal points are defined as those points at
which unit positive angular magnification exists.
13. In air-glass-air lenses then the principal and
nodal points coincide.
14. If a caimera lens is rotated about the second nodal
or second principal point, the image will not shift laterally.
A method of detenrdning the principal focal distance has been
developed on this basis.
15. The lateral magnification is defined as M=v/u.
(uis the object—first principal point distance^ v is the
second principal point
—
primary focus distance) Thus a
variation in u introduces a variation in the magnification.
16. The index of refraction of a particular lens is
a function of the portion of the spectrum used.
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